Aleena Crossing B.C.
Feb 4th, 1929

His Honour R. Randolph Bruce
Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia

We are here the Native of Aleena River. We are the Representative concerning the prize of fish for this year gone by. That for many years have been gone by. That for this year. I had cannot write to you. But this year. I had remember the meeting of you at Reagent at Effort St. James. The fishermen meet at the last year. The fishermen meet at the fish price. They found out that fish price were not enough. And it was late to pay anything about it. Do now before the price to be put out.

We shall put our in following:

Doc Roye 75c
Cobace & Skend 40
Pinks 10

Original Signature
Chief Joseph Morgan
Representatives Jasper Barrick, Charles Pinks, Dink